Afton Halloran: All - collaboration is essential
Mario Veneziani: Private Public Partnerships
Lucilla Persichetti: All of the above
Andrea Peet: All sectors need to work together
Kimberly Norris: Collaboration between all
Inga Wachsmann 2: Public institutions
Suzi Shingler: All of the above
Alessio: Partnership for the goals ;)
Marta Torelli: Interlinked sectors must cooperate
Anna Cura: Agreed! Ideally all..
Monika Szymurska 2: Collaboration across all sectors
Caroline Huyghe: I agree
Vestine Uwiringiyimana: Public private partnerships
tomaso Ferrando: Enforcement of existing rules by the public..
Elizabeth Westaway: Hello, is there some sound? I cannot hear anything
Vestine Uwiringiyimana: Can someone remind me the Twitter hashtag for this webinar?
Vestine Uwiringiyimana: Yes Elizabeth, the sound is on
Anna Cura: #foodsustainability
Alessio: #foodsustainability
Mario Veneziani: #foodsustainability
Vestine Uwiringiyimana: thank you!
Mario Veneziani: welcome
Fabiola Schwartz: Animal welfare too
Valeria Schiavoni 3: I cannot hear this talk
Elizabeth Westaway: I cannot hear anything. Any ideas on rectifying this?
Valeria Schiavoni 3: My problem is only for this speaker
Vestine Uwiringiyimana: Can you check on top left of your screen if your speakers are not on mute?
Teresa Lin: HI Elizabeth, check the top right, next to the Meeting button, see if you have muted the speaker?
Teresa Lin: Top left apologies
Natalie Neumann: Check if your microphone is muted next to the Meeting tab
Valeria Schiavoni 3: ;)
Valeria Schiavoni 3: Ok it works
Vestine Uwiringiyimana: cool
Raffaella Cardone: You could increase the sound volume of the speakers, please? I can’t hear anything. I was able to listen up only the first speaker
tomaso Ferrando: Do we need to go to Uganda to discover that new generations are losing connections with the food the previous generations used to produce and eat? McDonalds generations in the US are affecting the food system more than Ugandan young generations, and the habits of the former affect life of the latter..
Paola Ferrara: So sorry, I'm having trouble in reaching the webinar. I can't hear well
Lisa Townson: 4-H Youth Development Programs in the US also teach sustainable agriculture
Elizabeth Westaway: Meeting speakers are showing green - no mute - my speakers are at 100% - no sound
Laura: Elizabeth did you try to exit and join again? I can hear!
Anna Cura: If we are talking about global citizens, shouldn’t we talk to everyone, and not just those (potentially) working in the food/agr sector? If people are only included in the debate as consumers, they can’t feel empowered and really demand the level of change needed. Would love to hear the speakers thoughts on #foodcitizenship ;)
Valeria Imeneo: Hi! Try to check your connection status
ADANELA MUSARAJ: Private Public Partnership

Mario Veneziani: Hi Adanela, good to see you here!

Tijana Dimitrović: Intensely Relevant

Lisa Townson: Formal education is critical to educate future leaders in food sustainability.

Tomaso Ferrando: Richard Branson and Steve Jobs have plenty of child workers and an incredible ecological footprint on their soul. How can they be seen as terms of reference for the future generation?

Mario Veneziani: Formal education taught in an unusual manner!

Raffaella Cardone: Perhaps it's not *just* about education and having the right information, but also about tapping into the *values* that people care about (health, sustainability, community, etc.) and no education needed to have those. What do you think Elena? (You mentioned values in your talk)

Tomaso Ferrando: Would be interesting to compare this graph with Virgin and Apple's share value.

ADANELA MUSARAJ: Hello Mario, thank you and congratulations for the conference.

Lucilla Persichetti: Conflicts that are often exacerbated by competition over limited natural resources.

Marta Antonelli: What could be the main objections from millennials to refuse to engage?

Anna Cura: Marta - could it be not feeling empowered? ie a feeling of having too little power against the system?

Kimberly Norris: Thank you for noting that conflict is the main reason for hunger - so how do we solve the underlying issue if we continue to feed the poor without affecting the increasing rate and effects of conflicts? With climate changing, migration/loss of place/conflict will accelerate conflict.

Daniele Messina: Are we starting to consider Richard Branson and Steve Jobs as model entrepreneurs focused or devoted to global citizenships?

Prem Warrior: Sorry I am late and had some trouble logging in.

Lisa Townson: Most of these technologies were developed at research universities somewhere (higher education).

Anna Cura: Alex - the world is more connected but those left behind tend to be those producing the food itself. Also let's not forget effective low-tech options too.

Vestine Uwiringiyimana: I think food sustainability subjects could be introduced in schools. The creation of youth group on teh subject of food sustainability could also help in raising awareness in the younger generation but also at communities at large.

Alessio: Agree! Food education since very young age is key!

Teresa Lin: Alex, do you mind to explain further how Blockchain and AI/Robotics can help solve the hunger issues?

Vestine Uwiringiyimana: @Daniele Messina, that is a good question.

Raffaella Cardone: I agree with you, Vestine.

Marta Antonelli: Yes Anna, I agree. Also maybe a lack of clarity about what a person can actually do. Would love to hear from the speakers what they think about it.

Beatrice Baldi: Yes, I would also like to understand better how the blockchain could be implemented in these countries!

Tijana Dimitrović: Alex Sloan Very Interesting Innovation Acceleration Methods

Anna Cura: @Marta me too!

Caroline Huyghe: @ I agree Vestine.

Anna Cura: Alex - just to throw some debate in the mix... what do you actually mean by 'innovation'?

Prem Warrior: Alex, how applicable are these technologies in the developing world - esp in terms of access and adoption. I find adoption as the biggest challenge.
Katarzyna Dembska: Innovation must come with responsability, how educate generations of responsible global citizens?
Raimondo Mandis: Does block-chain means of regulation work in every country?
Tijana Dimitrović: https://www.facebook.com/UniversifiedFashionPortfolio/
Riccardo Pelani: i agree with you, Prem
Tijana Dimitrović: https://www.facebook.com/tijana.dmitrovic.77
Patrick Bope: i agree too
Andrea Peet: Alex - have you had any experience with renewable energy powering hydroponic systems?
Kimberly Norris: Katarzyna, Thank you for your note. Modeling likely misuse of innovation/ negative impact of technological improvements is critical to avoid harming in the long run.
Vestine Uwiringiyimana: You are very right @Anna! And most of the time, those people who provide foods do not have access to technology, apart from only mobile phones. Alex, can you comment on that? How are you addressing that challenge of farmers who are less connected yet they are the ones who provide most of the food? Are they any projects you have accelerated in that line?
Lisa Townson: all are critical - should coordinate
Tijana Dimitrović: You Should Innovate In The Pharmaceutical Nutrition
Michele Pedrotti: Economical paradigm
Anna Cura: I think we need to get businesses and governments to start engaging with us as citizens, not just food consumers.
Lucilla Persichetti: again, all are important
Kimberly Norris: COMBINATION OF MANY
Jawad Salic: all important factors